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Abstract

HTML clipboard The great advances in DNA technology, e.g. sequencing and
recombinant DNA techniques, have given us the genetic information and
the tools needed to effectively produce recombinant proteins. Recombinant
proteins are valuable means in biotechnological applications and are also
emerging as alternatives in therapeutic applications. Traditionally, monoclonal
antibodies have been the natural choice for biotechnological and therapeutic
applications due to their ability to bind a huge range of different molecules
and their natural good affinity. However, the large size of antibodies (150
kDa) limits tissue penetration and the recombinant expression is complicated.
Therefore, alternative binders with smaller sizes have been derived from
antibodies and alternative scaffolds.

In this thesis, two structurally similar domains, Zbasic and ABDz1, have been
used as purification tags in different contexts. They are both three-helical
bundles and derived from bacterial surface domains, but share no sequence
homology. Furthermore, by redesign of the scaffold used for ABDz1, a molecule
intended for drug targeting with extended in-vivo half-life has been engineered.
In Papers I and II, the poly-cationic tag Zbasic is explored and evaluated. Paper
I describes the successful investigation of Zbasic as a purification handle under
denaturating conditions. Moreover, Zbasic is evaluated as an interaction domain
in matrixassisted refolding. Two different proteins were successfully refolded
using the same setup without individual optimization. In Paper II, Zbasic
is further explored as a purification handle under non-native conditions
in a multi-parallel setup. In total, 22 proteins with varying characteristics
are successfully purified using a multi-parallel protein purification protocol
and a robotic system. Without modifications, the system can purify up to
60 proteins without manual handling. Paper I and II clearly demonstrate
that Zbasic can be used as an interaction domain in matrix-assisted refolding
and that it offers a good alternative to the commonly used His6-tag under
denaturating conditions. In paper III, the small bifunctional ABDz1 is selected
from a phage display library. Endowed with two different binding interfaces,
ABDz1 is capable of binding both the HSA-sepharose and the protein A-derived
MabSelect SuRe-matrix. The bifunctionality of the domain is exploited in
an orthogonal affinity setup. Three target proteins are successfully purified
using the HSA-matrix and the MabSelect SuRe-matrix. Furthermore, the
purity of the target proteins is effectively improved by combining the two
chromatographic steps. Thus, paper III shows that the small ABDz1 can be used
as an effective purification handle and dual affinity tag without target specific
optimization. Paper IV describes the selection and affinity maturation of small
bispecific drug-targeting molecules. First generation binders against tumor
necrosis factor-α are selected using phage display. Thereafter on-cell surface
display and flow cytometry is used to select second-generation binders. The
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binding to tumor necrosis factor-α is improved up to 30 times as compared
to the best first generation binder, and a 6-fold improvement of the binding
strength was possible with retained HSA affinity. Paper III and IV clearly
demonstrate that dual interaction surfaces can successfully be grafted on a
small proteinaceous domain, and that the strategy in paper IV can be used for
dual selection of bifunctional binders.
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